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REK Center opening delayed--again
By Hugo E. Rodriguez
Sports Editor
The grand opening of the $26
million Recreation Education
and Kinesiology Center has
been pushed back to mid-May,
university ofﬁcials say.
Veronica Mendez, associate
vice president for construction,

said subcontractors are behind
schedule on the project.
“Primarily, we had some
storefront that was pending, that
was coming around the tower,
some additional metalwork
that had to happen inside and
some structural work that had to
happen in the inside … that got
delayed due to either material

shortages or lack of employees to
get that done,” Mendez said. “So,
some of those impacted the ﬁnal
completion of the facility.”
David Pearson, vice president
for Partnership Affairs, said the
university is “trying to make the
construction of the project perfect,
and there are a lot of issues with
major construction.”

“It’s not a simple thing that
all of a sudden you imagine
where one day everything is right
there,” Pearson said. “So we’ve
made the judgment to hold off
just for a few more weeks. We’re
going into substantial completion
probably [March 27], so at that
• See ‘REK,’ Page 15

Students
d i s c ove r
new radio
pulsar
By Julianna Sosa
Staff Writer

Arecibo Remote Command
Center Scholars have discovered
and documented a new radio
pulsar, a ﬁnding which is
unprecedent for the UTB/TSC
Center for Gravitational Wave
Astronomy.
Students from the ARCC
program and Associate Professor
Fredrick Jenet were enthusiastic
about the discovery and explained
how they found the pulsar during

Show time

• See ‘Pulsar,’ Page 7

14 running for
Bougainvillea
crowns
By David Boon
Staff Writer

ELIZABETH A. PEREZ/ COLLEGIAN

José Angel Nuñez as Michelle D’Marco (left) and David Estrada as Divina Garza perform a duet during Tuesday’s Gender Bender Drag Talent Show in the Student Union’s Gran
Salon. About 30 people attended the show, which was one of the Student Government Association’s Diversity Week activities.

Diversity Week, Pages 8-9

Spring Fashion, Page 19

Voting
for
the
2009
Bougainvillea Ball Court kicks off
today, with 14 contestants vying
for king and queen.
The
contestants
began
campaigning for the spots about
6:30 p.m. last Tuesday, after a
meeting with Student Life Director
David
Mariscal
concerning
campaign rules.
“It’s to go over the election
• See ‘Elections,’ Page 2
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Elections

Campus Activity Board

Continued from page 1

rules to make sure everyone knows what’s
fair and what’s not fair in this campaign,”
Mariscal said. “For the most part, candidates
do get a little bit contentious at times, they
do get a little bit competitive. … It’s just
like anything else.”
This year, the voting will be conducted
online today and Tuesday via UTB/TSC’s
Blackboard.
“The switch will be turned on at 8 in the
morning, and we’ll leave it on for about
11 hours, from about 8 [a.m.] to 7 [p.m.],”
Mariscal said.
The 2009 Bougainvillea Ball will be held
7 to 11 p.m. Saturday in the Gran Salon,
with the theme “Starry Nights.” Admission
is $5 per person.
While a photographer will not be present,
an area will be set up for attendees to take
their own photos. From 7 to 8 p.m., a dance
contest will take place and door prizes will
be awarded.
The night’s music will be performed
by Chido, which offers an “international
blend” of music, Mariscal said.
The candidates this year are Rose
Alvarez and Chris Longoria, representing
Alpha Kappa Psi; Bianca Aguilar and Josue
Vasquez, Campus Activity Board; Mayra
Cardenas and Manuel Garza, the Civic
Engagement Scholars; Roxanna Rosas
and Hugo Rodriguez, The Collegian Press
Club; Belinda Carreon and Aron Rodriguez,
the Residence Hall Association; Angie
Blankenship and Daniel Caballero, Sigma
Psi Delta; and Patty Apresa and Chris
Olivo, the Texas State Teacher AssociationStudent Chapter.
Candidates Aguilar and Vazquez
are excited to be running for court. In
previous years, representatives from CAB
were not allowed to compete because
of the organization’s affiliation with the
Department of Student Life.
“It’s the first time [we’re participating],
so it’s actually very exciting to be able to
represent CAB,” said Aguilar, a sophomore
psychology and education major.
Candidates Carreon and Aron Rodriguez
are not only expecting the RHA to gain some
publicity, but they also see the campaign
benefiting their friends across campus.
“Everyone’s getting into the spirit,” said
Carreon, a sophomore bilingual education
major. “They’re trying to help out. I think
that’s a lot of fun, because some of my
friends don’t even go to things like this. I’m
excited to see them participating in this kind
of tradition.”
The Collegian Press Club
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Constitution election set for Tuesday
By Cynthia Hernandez
Staff Writer
The Student Government Association has passed a resolution
that would eliminate the requirement of serving a semester in the
senate before being eligible to
run for its top two positions.
Students will vote on the proposed amendment from 9 a.m. to
7 p.m. Tuesday. Voting will take
place in the Endowment Courtyard.
The resolution calls for changing Subsection 3 of Article I, Section 3, which states “candidates
for president and vice president
of administration must have
served for at least one complete
semester as a voting member of
the Student Government Association.”
“It is undemocratic and it does
not lead [to] open and strong elections where we get the populace
of the students who want to serve
and want to be part of the Student
Government and lead,” President
Erasmo Castro said at Thursday’s
SGA meeting. “Let’s give them
the opportunity.”
Castro said the way the constitution is written, only ﬁve of the
university’s 17,000 students are
eligible to run for the positions
of president and vice president of
administration.
“I remember when I ﬁrst attempted to run for president of

REBEKAH S. GOMEZ/COLLEGIAN

Student Government Association President Erasmo Castro on Thursday discusses
amending the constitution so that more students are eligible to run for president and vice
president of the SGA.

the Student Government Association, I got shot out of order because of this section, even though
I am fully qualiﬁed to run for
mayor and state representative,”
Graduate Senator Joe Lee Rubio
said. “Having a requirement of
this sort is ridiculous. There [are]
a lot of people that have high
school experience.”
Senator Pro Tem Jorge Muñoz
thought otherwise.
“If you go at it like that, that
anyone should [run], then go

ahead and drop the GPA [requirement] too,” Muñoz said. “Maybe
they might not do [well] at academics, but they might be good
leaders. That’s also something
that’ll stop you from being a senator. That doesn’t stop you from
being a president [of the United
States].”
Muñoz said students should
show an interest toward the SGA
before being given the privilege
to lead the organization.
“If you haven’t showed inter-

Call about our EDUCATOR and STUDENT discounts!

est, why even be president of
something you don’t even know
of?” he said. “What’s going to
happen the ﬁrst semester if they
don’t know what they’re doing?”
Associate Vice President of
Student Development Vince Solis said a scholarship given to the
president could encourage students to run for the position.
“Keep in mind that there’s a
$6,000 scholarship on the line
for the president, so if it changes,
there’s going to be a bunch of
people wanting to run, which is
good, that’s what we want,” Solis
said.
The senate voted 16 to 1 in favor of the amendment. One senator abstained.
The special elections will be
held from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. at the
Endowment Courtyard, where
students can cast their ballot and
have the ﬁnal say on the decision.
In other business, the senate:
--passed Resolution 29, which
establishes the dates for the
spring SGA elections. The deadline to declare candidacy is April
13; student identiﬁcation check
for eligibility, April 14; candidates notiﬁed of eligibility, before 5 p.m. April 14; campaigning, 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. April 15-21;
elections, April 22 and 23; ballot
counting, noon to 3 p.m. April
24.
--tabled a resolution on the se-

lection of senators who will be
serving on the election committee.
--passed Resolution 30, to appoint Vice President of Policy
and Procedures Robert Paredes
as chair of the Appropriations
Committee and appoint committee members, which are Graduate Senator Joe Lee Rubio, Vice
President of Finance Committee
Jose Arturo Guerra and Senator
for the School of Liberal Arts
David Polin.
--passed Resolution 31, which
authorizes a Halo tournament on
April 15.
--tabled a resolution to conduct
elections in Fall 2009.
--passed Resolution 32, which
supports the SGA president or a
designee to obtain a non-voting
seat on the Texas Southmost College board of trustees.
Vice President of Accounting
and Finance Jose Arturo Guerra
reported the SGA budget balance
as $10,339.68.
The expenses include copies,
$4.97; lamination, $50; advertising, $128.25; DJ for Stop’n’Go,
$200; airfare for students sent
to Washington, D.C., $732.60;
lodging in Washington, D.C.,
$225; credit card expense, $29;
and DVDs, $10.
The SGA will meet at 5 p.m.
Thursday in the Student Union’s
Salon Gardenia.
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Which woman
has influenced
you the most?
Why?
“For me, it’s
M a d o n n a
because she’s a
big icon, and,
well, I love her.
She has been
performing
since years ago,
and she’s always
at the top. I think
she should be and must be a big
influence.”
Danny Beltran
Sophomore communication major
“I’d say my cousin,
because we’ve
been through
a lot together:
good things,
bad
things.
She’s taught
me a lot of
things--what to
do, what not to do,
what’s right and what’s wrong.”
Mariel De la Cruz
Freshman nursing major
“Desde que entré
a UTB [al]
programa
C . A . M . P. ,
la
persona
que me a
influenciado
más es María del
Carmen González.
Ella era mi mentor en
el primer año”.
Miriam Mendoza
Estudiante de enfermería de tercer
año
“Her name would
be Patty Wilhite,
because of her
wisdom and
character. I’ve
never
seen
that in anyone
else.”
Jeremiah Garza
Freshman
--Compiled by Valeria A. Sosa
--Photos by Diego Lerma

President’s Cor ner
The
Student
Government Association
is calling for an immediate
special election in order
to open opportunity for
any individual on campus
to run for SGA president
and vice president of
administration. As things are now, only a
handful of individuals “qualify” to run for
these two positions. The section in the SGA
constitution which is in question is nondemocratic and makes the SGA an elitist
organization where its two highest positions
are handpicked and controlled. Think
about it. How many times do we hear of
individuals who run unopposed and become
the representatives of the student body?
In our country, anyone can aspire to be
the president of the United States. One not
need be a congressman or even a governor
to “qualify” to be the president of the United
States. But to be the president or vice president
of administration of the Student Government
Association at UTB/TSC, you must have been

a voting member for one complete semester.
The administration has already expressed to
us its full support for immediate ratification
of said amendment to the constitution upon
receiving your vote of approval.
Think about it. There are about five
individuals who “qualify” to run for these
seats; five out of 17,000 students. This brings
back to memory the communist system of
government where the politburo would select
the next president. Let’s not go too far back
or even across the globe; it also reminds
me of the “dedaso” that existed (exists) in
Mexico. This is not only un-American, it is
morally wrong.
Why did the Student Government
Association wait until now to do this? I
feel that the previous administrations were
comfortable with the system in place. It was
a cushy deal. Know that already some of
the individuals who have declared that they
will run for said positions and know of the
proposed amendment to the SGA constitution
are raising cain. They want to return the
Student Government Association to the way

Letters to the editor

The Brownsville frame of mind
Two weeks ago I heard someone complaining
about the workload that she received from her
professor. This person wanted the professor’s
standards and expectations lowered in order to
not have to put as much work in for the grade.
To say that I was disgusted would be putting
it lightly. This girl had fallen into what I call
the “Brownsville frame of mind.” This is
the frame of mind where students expect the
standards to be lowered just because they are

from Brownsville, a city that is predominantly
Hispanic, where they may be the first
generation to go to college. Does any of that
justify the lowering of standards? Not at all.
In all reality, the standards should be raised in
order to push students to work harder and try
to make something better out of themselves.
Alas, this does not always happen. Many
teachers succumb to this idea and lower their
• See ‘Letters,’ next page

it was before this semester.
The current SGA leadership has done
everything in its power to give the Student
Government Association back to the students.
It is and will continue to be our No. 1 priority.
In order for the students at UTB/TSC to have
a more important role as to who is to serve
in these very important seats, students must
vote YES to the proposed constitutional
amendment. A YES vote opens up the
elections to anyone on campus to run. It will
make for more spirited debate and greater
voter turnout. Know that I will run for reelection and find myself anxious to debate not
only the elitist handpicked individuals who
have already declared they will run, but also
anyone of my fellow Scorpions who wish to
make a difference and continue to take back
the reins of your student government. We
are Scorpions. We are one. God bless UTB/
TSC.
J.E. Castro Dragustinovis
SGA President

Letters to the Editor
Letters must include the name,
classification and phone number of the
author or the letter cannot be published.
Opinions expressed in The Collegian are
those of writers and do not necessarily
reflect the views of The Collegian or
UTB/TSC administrators. The editor
reserves the right to edit the letters.
Letters for The Collegian can be sent to
collegian@utb.edu.
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Geithner outlines sweeping increase in financial regulation
By Kevin G. Hall
McClatchy Newspapers
(MCT)
WASHINGTON--Facing an angry
public at home and restless allies abroad,
Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner on
Thursday outlined the broad brushstrokes
of one of the most sweeping overhauls
of financial regulation in the nation’s
history.
Geithner presented to the House
Financial Services Committee the Obama
administration’s six-point regulatory
blueprint for beefing up financial
regulation. The plan doesn’t create vast
new programs; instead, it seeks to build
on existing structures and fill in the gaping
regulatory holes exposed by the current
global crisis.
It would subject lightly regulated
segments of the financial sector, such as
hedge funds and private-equity firms,
to greater scrutiny. They would have
to register and provide confidential
information to the federal government,
but they wouldn’t be required to make
public disclosures.
The plan also would establish more
standardization for many of the complex,
esoteric financial instruments known
as “derivatives,” which are amplifying
today’s global crisis.
“These are very complicated, very
consequential, very difficult sets of
questions,” Geithner told the committee,
which is the starting point for legislation
that will be needed to achieve many of the
administration’s regulatory goals.
The Obama administration’s rollout of
broad regulatory goals comes days before
this week’s meeting in London of leaders
of the 20 most-developed economies.
European allies are demanding quick
movement on tighter international
regulation of finance, and Geithner’s
program helps set a tone for the April 1-2
discussions.
“This is both good for America and at
the same time a signal to the rest of the

world that we don’t need you to tell us
what to do. We know what to do,” said
Robert Litan, an expert on financial
regulation at the Brookings Institution, a
center-left research organization. “This is
a sweeping comprehensive approach to
regulating systemic risk.”
The treasury secretary’s program
includes changes to both regulatory
structure and to financial products.
On structure, Geithner repeated the
administration’s call for a super-regulator
to be responsible for ensuring against any
risk that menaces the financial system-possibly the Federal Reserve Board.
That proposal recognizes that there are
a plethora of federal and state banking
supervisors, and that these regulators all
had oversight over some portion of the
banking system, but none was responsible
for oversight of the risks posed by
investment banks or insurance companies
with financial divisions.
“We’ve seen that the costs of these

Viewpoint
Letters

Continued from previous page

standards for the “poor Brownsville students.” This is all
wrong.
I have had the pleasure of interacting with professors
who do not change their standards, who will give you the
workload that forces you to forgo sleep, to drink that last
Red Bull, to swallow that last sugar packet in order to gain
that much needed knowledge. These are the professors who
motivate me, the ones who have caused me to be a wellrounded person.
I won’t dare to say I am a Renaissance man with knowledge
in everything, but I will say my thirst for knowledge is never
quenched. That thirst for knowledge is what I believe is
lacking in many students here, and one of the problems is
that some professors have given up on trying to increase that
hunger, that thirst in students.

weaknesses and gaps are catastrophic to
the system as a whole,” Geithner said. “It
just didn’t work; it did not deliver what
it has to deliver. And I think we have to
start by making sure we have in place
effective consolidated supervision over
those entities that could pose potential
risks to the system.”
The creation of a systemic regulator is
important because it’s likely to result in
higher capital standards for large banks
and nonbank financial institutions that
would come under much closer federal
scrutiny.
“Historically, if you look at banks, you
find an inverse relationship between their
size and capital. The lesson here is we
can’t live with that inverse relationship
anymore,” Litan said. He expects that
large financial institutions of all sorts will
have to keep more capital protectively in
reserve.
“If we go to a systemic risk regulatortype of model we’re going to, in effect,
be turning our regulatory system upside
down,” Litan said, with stronger capital
requirements for large players.
Geithner’s plan called for consolidating
supervision but didn’t advocate merging
federal regulators. His predecessor, Henry
Paulson, in a more detailed blueprint last
year, suggested the potential merger of
the Securities and Exchange Commission
and the Commodity Futures Trading
Commission, as well as merging two
federal bank regulators, the Office of
Thrift Supervision and the Comptroller of
the Currency.
One surprise in the Geithner plan was
what was missing: a call for federal
regulation of the insurance industry-something Paulson felt was necessary,
particularly in light of the colossal taxpayer
bailout of American International Group.
In response to a question on Thursday,
Geithner said only that “there is a case”
for allowing some insurance companies
to choose whether or not to be federally
regulated.
“He avoided going into the more

Whenever I personally feel that my workload is too high,
where I somehow feel as though the course is insurmountable,
I think back to what Nietzsche said: “The point of all
knowledge is for the student to surpass the teacher. When
that goal is not in mind, there is no moving forward.”
Enrique de la Garza III
Junior history major
Redundant crosswalk
What is the deal with the new white strip “crosswalk”
in parking lots O and R? What a waste of space! Students
don’t use it. Sure, there are a few narcissists who walk in the
middle of the street but that can be fixed with a good honk
from the horn.
This new “lane” is especially redundant at night with
only a handful of cars spread out in the parking lots. Turn
that wasted space into a handicap access, UTB/TSC staff
and faculty parking, or why not give those spaces back to
the students? We are big girls and boys who look both ways

contentious issues like insurance and
hedge funds,” said one industry official
who has discussed the plan with Treasury.
The official, who spoke on the condition
of anonymity to permit candor since he
must negotiate with Treasury, said the
Geithner plan could change dramatically
as it moves through Congress.
“It’s a big first step. But it is a first step,”
the official said.
Geithner also repeated his request for
so-called resolution authority, one of his
six pillars for regulatory overhaul. This
would give Treasury the power to seize
and dismantle large financial institutions
such as investment banks or bank holding
companies, much as the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp. now does for smaller
banks.
The financial-product proposals largely
focus on the SEC, whose mission isn’t the
safety and soundness of institutions but
the protection of investors. The Geithner
plan would require hedge funds to register
with the SEC; unregulated now, the funds
invest large pools of money for the very
wealthy, pension plans and endowments.
Hedge funds have grown so large and
complex that some critics say they need
direct supervision. Under Geithner’s plan,
all big financial institutions, including
hedge funds, are likely to be subject to
greater capital requirements--one of his six
pillars of expanded financial regulation.
Hedge funds also would have to provide
more details about their investments to
the SEC on a confidential basis, though
not to the public.
Some Democrats in Congress have
said that public reporting requirements
should be imposed on hedge funds as they
are on most other players on Wall Street.
Geithner’s proposal didn’t go that far.
Geithner also proposed having the SEC
seek new measures to prevent investors
from withdrawing en masse from moneymarket funds. That happened late last year
as the economic crisis deepened, forcing
the federal government to guarantee the
funds with financial backing.

before crossing the street. UTB/TSC needs to stop “playing
nanny” and intruding in our lives.
Emmanuel Rocha
Senior criminal justice major
Drugs and guns
It might be too late, and if it is, imagine more blood,
death, destruction and despair in Mexico.
But if there is still time, then two not-on-the-table items
in the current congressional handwringing about Mexico
might help move that country toward peace, if examined:
the legalization of some drugs and tighter rules on gun
purchases and sales.
Does the Congress or the president have the courage
to broach a serious discussion about no-no’s like drug
legalization and gun-sale restrictions?
Eugene “Gene” Novogrodsky
Brownsville
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Deadline to withdraw
The Office of the Registrar reminds students that the deadline
to withdraw with a “W” is today.
Art exhibit
An art exhibit titled “Talent
and Incentive” by Luis Sanchez, Yareth Fernandez and
Alejandra Zertuche opens with
a reception at 6:30 tonight in the
Rusteberg Art Gallery and runs
through April 18. Admission is
$1. Gallery hours are 11 a.m. to
1 p.m. and 5 to 7 p.m. Monday
through Thursday and 10 a.m. to
noon Friday. For more information, call 882-7097 or send an email to gallery@utb.edu.
Softball League
Registration for the Softball
League begins today and ends
Wednesday. A captain’s meeting
is scheduled at 5:30 p.m. Wednesday in the Student Union’s Salon
Jacaranda. For more information,
call 982-0172 or send an e-mail to
www.campusrecreation.utb.edu.
Patron of the Arts
The Jazz Combos and the Two
o’Clock Jazz Band will perform
at 7 p.m. Wednesday in the SETB Lecture Hall. Admission is $3.
For more information, call 8827025.
The Latin Jazz Combos and
the One o’Clock Jazz Band will
perform at 8 p.m. Wednesday in
the SET-B Lecture Hall. Admission is $3. For more information,
call 882-7025.
Student recitals are scheduled
at 1, 2 and 3 p.m. Friday in the
SET-B Lecture Hall. Admission
is free. For more information, call
882-7025.
UTB/TSC’s Rio Bravo Percussion Ensemble will perform at 7
p.m. April 7 in the SET-B Lecture
Hall. Admission is $3. For more
information, call 882-7025.
Ghost hunt
The Arnulfo L. Oliveira Memorial Library’s Hunter Room
will present a Ghost Hunt Tour
with John Hawthorne from 8 to
10 p.m. Wednesday. Tickets are
$5 and include a special preview
of “Ghost Book, Volume 4.” For
more information, call Hawthorne at 882-7103.
Book signing
Julio Pesina will sign copies
of his book “Culpable de Nada”
at 10 a.m. Wednesday on the first
floor of the Arnulfo L. Oliveira
Library. For more information
call 882-7410.
Student Success workshop
A combined workshop titled
“Time Management/Test Anxiety/Study Skills” is scheduled
from noon to 1 p.m. Wednesday

in Cardenas Hall North 104. The
workshop is sponsored by the
Student Success Center. For
more information, call 882-8292.
Faculty Seminar Series
Mostafa Malki and Pablo
Rhi-Perez, assistant professors
in the School of Business, will
lecture on “A Comprehensive
Methodological
Framework
for Regional Development: The
Brownsville Region Case” from
2 to 3 p.m. Wednesday in Education and Business Complex 1.220.
The lecture is part of the UTB/
TSC School of Business’ Faculty
Seminar Series. Admission is
free. For more information, call
Steve Lovett at 882-7382 or send
him an e-mail at steve.lovett@
utb.edu.
Volunteers needed
Volunteers are needed for the
Active Life Tour taking place
Saturday at H-E-B, located at
2250 Boca Chica Blvd. There are
four shift rotations. For more information, call Bridget Galvan,
volunteer coordinator, at (210)
685-9893 or send an e-mail to
bgalvan@mail.utexas.edu.
Ferguson Memorial Run
UTB/TSC’s fourth annual Sgt.
Keith Ferguson Memorial 5K
Run/Walk/Crawl is scheduled
at 8 a.m. Saturday in front of
Cardenas Hall South. Registration is $10 for children and $15
for adults before Friday and $20
on race day. For more information, call Veronica M. Garcia at
882-4327 or send an e-mail to veronica.m.garcia@utb.edu.
AAUW awards
The American Association of
University Women, a national
organization, will have an Awards
Banquet at 12:30 p.m. April 18 in
the Rancho Viejo Country Club
restaurant. Tickets are $25 and
reservations are required. The
banquet will honor Woman of the
Year Gerry Fleuriet and Good
Guy of the Year, UTB/TSC’s Antonio Briseño. For more information, call Rosemarie Herrmann
at 490-9819 or Elka Jaross at
541-7816.
Learning to lead
UTB/TSC’s Student Development Office and the Communication Council will present
a conference titled “Learning
to Lead: Anatomy of Success”
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. April 18 in
the Student Union’s Gran Salon.
For more information, visit www.
lamp.utb.edu.
LSAT mock tests
The Philonomos Society will
conduct LSAT Mock Prep Tests
from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

April 25 in Cardenas Hall South
117. For more information, call
Joe Cantu at 466-1139.
Pre-law academy
The 2009 Filemon B. Vela
Pre-Law Academy is accepting
applications for the Summer I
program. The deadline to submit
an application is May 1. For more
information or an application,
visit http://blue.utb.edu/vpaa/prelaw.htm or call Monica Garcia
at 882-6551 or send an e-mail to
monica.garcia@utb.edu.
Essay contest
Continental Airlines and ¡Adelante! Fund with “Destino:
Latinoamérica” program will
award free airline tickets to destinations in the United States,
Mexico, Central America or the
Caribbean. First prize is four airline tickets and second place is
two tickets. The applicants must
be U.S. citizens or legal residents
who are current college students
pursuing any field of study in a
recognized institution and of Hispanic descent. To apply, submit a
cover letter, proof of enrollment
and official university transcript.
The essay topic is Latin America’s
impact on the United States’ culture and society. The essay must
be 200 to 300 words. The deadline to apply is May 1. Mail material to ¡Adelante! Fund Destino:
Latinoamérica 8415 Datapoint
Dr., Ste. 400 San Antonio, Texas,
78230. For more information, call
1-877-692-1971 or send an e-mail
to sramos@adelantefund.org.
‘Border Walls’
The Arnulfo L. Oliveira Literary Society presents “Border
Walls: A Musical About Redbeard of the Rio Grande” by
Milo Kearney, professor emeritus of history. Copies of the book
are $8 each and can be purchased
at the circulation front desk in the
Arnulfo L. Oliveira Memorial Library. For more information, call
Liliana Galindo at 882-7410 or
send an e-mail to liliana.galindo@utb.edu.
PC diagnostics
UTB/TSC’s Association for
Computing Machinery club diagnoses computers, removes viruses and maintains laptops from
12 to 2 p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays in the Endowment Courtyard. Fliers with steps on how to
get rid of a virus will be handed
out. For more information, send
an e-mail to acmbrownsville@
gmail.com.
Meetings
Gorgas Science Society
The Gorgas Science Society,
the “Club of Science and Adven-

ture,” meets at 2 p.m. each Friday in Life and Health Sciences
3.214. New members are always
welcome. For more information,
send an e-mail to gorgas.sci.soc@
gmail.com.
Circle K International
Circle K International, a
community service organization, meets from 3 to 4 p.m. the
first and third Wednesday of each
month in Education and Business
Complex 2.112. For more information, send an e-mail to Louis
Dartez at louis00@gmail.com.
Civic Engagement Scholars
The Civic Engagement Scholars, a service learning club, meet
at 11 a.m. every Friday at UTB/
TSC’s Center for Civic Engagement, located at 1301 E. Madison
St. Students interested in serving
the community through various
projects are welcome to join. For
more information, call 882-4303,
visit www.civicengagement.com
or send an e-mail to information@civicengagement.com.
Clinic hours
The business hours for the
Student Health Services clinic,
located in Cortez Hall 206, are 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays and 8 a.m. to
7:30 p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays. The last patient of the day
is seen 30 minutes before closing
time. For more information, call
882-3896 or visit the clinic.
Immunizations
Student Health Services has
$5 immunizations for hepatitis A,
hepatitis B, HPV (human papilloma virus), polio, meningitis,
measles, mumps, rubella, tetanus,
influenza and varicella (chicken
pox). Prices apply to students 18
years or younger at time of visit.
For more information, call 8823896.
Continuing Education
The Workforce Education Department is taking registrations
for the following courses: real
estate classes, computer courses
and summer programs for children ages 5 to 14. The schedules
for the classes are on the UTB/
TSC main page (www.utb.edu)
under the Continuing Education
tab. For more information, call
882-4192.
--Compiled by Paola Ibarra
If you would like your organization or department news published in the Collegian’s Briefs
section, call Paola Ibarra at 8825143 or send her an e-mail at collegian@utb.edu.
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STD statistics ‘scary’
By Christine Cavazos
Staff Writer
Did you know that ﬁve of the
10 most common diseases in the
country are sexually transmitted?
Being informed about these
diseases was the main topic of
Tuesday’s Sexually Transmitted
Diseases lecture that took place
in the Education and Business
Complex’s Salon Cassia.
“Here are the scary statistics:
the [diseases] that you never hear
about, the ones that nobody wants
to talk about, are the ones that are
causing an epidemic in this country,” said Michael Lehker, an associate professor in the Biological Sciences Department.
Lehker told an audience of
about 30 people that Texas is one
of the states with the highest rate
of sexually transmitted diseases,
or STDs, such as chlamydia, gonorrhea, syphilis and HIV in the
country.
He also spoke about the human

person.
In 2006, a vaccine called Gardasil was introduced to prevent
cervical cancer. The injection
is given three times over a sixmonth period.
The vaccine is recommended
for girls and women ages 9 to 26
years old.
Brownsville gynecologist Rose
Gowen said the prevalence of
HPV in the world and in Brownsville is 50 percent. Gowen said
85 percent of cervical cancers are
caused by HPV.
“The No. 1 thing that we see in
our ofﬁce is HPV,” Gowen said.
“Do you think that you can tell

Rose Gowen

Michael Lehker
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Janie Cantu-Cabrera

papilloma virus (HPV), which is
transmitted through sexual contact.
“There are many types of the
human papilloma virus and some
of them do infect the genital area,”
Lehker said. “The incubation period is still unclear; there are a
lot of things that we don’t know
about this virus, but it can affect
men, women and newborns.”
The two types of HPV that infect the genital area are labeled as
low risk or high risk.
Lehker warned that if not treated, a high-risk virus can lead to
cervical lesions, cervical cancer
and other genital cancers.
“Low-risk HPV infection are
genital warts,” he said. “They can
grow on the penis, can grow in the
vagina, can grow in the anus.”
Lehker said genital warts go
away sometimes, but usually
don’t. They might become worse
or less severe, depending on the

but it is a conversation that you
have to have,” Gowen said.
She advised that once you get
tested for a sexually transmitted
disease you should get screened
for all of them.
Janie Cantu-Cabrera, a sexual
assault nurse examiner and fac-

whether you have chosen a good
person to have sex with?
“The ‘good’ guys are here in
Brownsville, but so are the ‘bad’
guys.”
Gowen said the second most
common disease she sees in her
medical practice is chlamydia.
“Chlamydia is very difﬁcult to
treat mostly because it is so silent,” she said. “There are many
times that the only hallmark that
women in this community and
others will know that they have
chlamydia is if they come in
because they’re having breakthrough bleeding on the birth
control pill. … But it’s not the
pill, it’s because the cervix is inﬂamed and they’re spotting because of that inﬂammation. …
They’re very surprised because
they thought that they picked the
‘good guy’ to have sex with.”
The disease causes infertility and scarring of the fallopian
tubes if not treated. Both sexual
partners should be treated for the
disease.
“People do want to believe
good things about their partner
and sometimes you do have to sit
with them and explain to them the
reason why you need to treat your
partner as well and that’s not always a comfortable conversation,

ulty member at the University of
Texas Pan-American, examines
adults and children for cases of
sexually transmitted diseases.
“One out of ﬁve young women
experience a sexual assault in
college,” Cantu-Cabrera said.
“If you really think about it, the
women that are here, you have
the potential of something happening to you.”
One out of six women and one
out of 33 men have experienced
an attempted or completed rape
as a child and/or adult.
She said people need to be informed about these topics at an
early age.
“You need to talk to your children by the time they are 3 years
old, as soon as they can verbalize,” Cantu-Cabrera said. “We
kind of do something wrong to
begin with because we say ‘private parts’; we use that term ‘private parts,’ so automatically it’s
private.”
She advises students and parents to not be embarrassed and to
use the correct terminology when
referring to sexual organs.
Gowen offered options for preventing sexually transmitted diseases.
“One is that you don’t have
sex, which is not realistic,” she
said. “[No. 2,] that you always
use condoms, but they are not
perfect either, or [No. 3,] that you
only have one partner and hope
that your partner only has sex
with you. Every time you have
sex with someone you are not just
having sex with him or her; you
are having sex with the last 10
people that they had sex with.”
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Pulsar

Continued from Page 1

Thursday’s Texas Southmost
College District board of trustees
meeting.
“It’s the ﬁrst pulsar the Arecibo
Command Center has discovered
since the beginning of this entire
project,” Jenet told The Collegian
in a telephone interview Friday
morning. “Of course, we hope that
the rates in which we make our
discoveries will start to increase
in the future, but this is one small
step in the creation of something
known as the galactic scale
gravitational wave observatory;
this is why we are searching for
pulsars.”
The program is comprised
of nine individuals: UTB/TSC
graduate student Kevin Stovall,
UTB/TSC
undergraduates
Anthony Ford, Rossina Miller,
Alejandro Garcia, Jesus Rivera
and Drew Fleckenstein, Porter
High School students Jose
Martinez and Jonathon Castillo,
and Los Fresnos High School
student Hannah Upton.
The research team found
the pulsar, which has been
named J1917+1736, on Dec.
7 and conﬁrmed the discovery
during their trip to the Arecibo
Observatory in Puerto Rico on
Dec. 14.
The students, who call
themselves “pulsar hunters,” can
control the world’s largest radio
telescope through the use of
the Arecibo Remote Command
Center, located in SET-B 1.320.
In other business, the board
voted to approve a new two-year
academic program that would
award an associate of science in
architecture. Students enrolled in
the program would take a total of
65 credit hours, of which 30 are
dedicated to coursework and 35
to general education.
Murad Abusalim, an assistant
professor of architecture in the
Fine Arts Department, said the
planning of the program was a
collective effort.
“We have received tremendous
support from our colleagues in
different departments and from
administrators, the president
and the provost José Martín,”
Abusalim told The Collegian
in a telephone interview Friday
morning.
Abusalim said the program
is the ﬁrst of its kind in the Rio
Grande Valley and that Texas
Tech University is interested in a
transferable program.
“Right now we are working

on creating an exchange transfer
program between us and the
college of architecture for Texas
Tech University,” he said. “Also,
we are hoping that we both would
be working toward beyond just
transference to developing a very
strong and sustainable exchange
program, exchange visiting
professors and students.”
In other news, UTB/TSC will be
hosting a Distinguished Lecture
Series, which is being held for
the ﬁrst time this spring semester.
Hind Kabawat, an attorney from
Syria, is the speaker featured in
the series, which was facilitated
by TSC Trustee Rosemary
Breedlove.
“She is going to be lecturing
on education empowerment, law
and peace in the Middle East,”
President Juliet V. Garcia said.
“She is well-versed in the topics,
having led in the public diplomacy
efforts in recent years in Syria to
promote interfaith, tolerance and
cooperation.”
The event is scheduled to take
place at 7 p.m. April 6 in the SETB Lecture Hall.
Board members adopted a
resolution to name the Arts Center
Grand Piano Room the “Bernice
and Ruben Edelstein Grand Piano
Room,” in recognition of the
Edelstein family donation toward
the Arts Center.
The board voted to approve:
--the purchase of Fort Brown
Villa condominium Unit 1015,
Type D Bldg. I, Phase I in the
amount of $44,500.
--the purchase of Lot 4, block
11, Colonia Alta Vista Subdivision
in the amount of $35,000.
--the purchase of computer
equipment for the architecture
lab located in the International
Technology, Education and
Commerce Center in the amount
of $88,808.46.
--a contract with Industrial
Audio/Video Inc. for equipment
and installation of audiovisual
equipment controls for the
classroom building, the new
library and the Center for Early
Childhood Studies in the amount
of $104,068.
Public information request
During its Feb. 19 meeting,
the board voted to approve the
purchase of Fort Brown Villas
Condominium Unit 4009, Type
D, Building 4, Phase 1, for
$45,000. The Collegian submitted
a formal request for the name of
the seller under the Texas Public
Information Act. The university
complied within 10 days. The
name of the seller is CLA Family
LP.
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Overcoming prejudice through discussion
By Christine Cavazos
Staff Writer
Students and staff shared experiences
Thursday afternoon about overcoming
prejudice, harassment and other struggles
homosexuals face in society.
The forum “Does God Hate Me?” was
opened after students watched the awardwinning documentary “For the Bible
Tells Me So” in Life and Health Sciences
Building 1.102.
The documentary follows the lives of
ﬁve people who try to reconcile their faith
and homosexuality, according to its Web
site.
The event was part of the Student
Government Association’s Diversity Week
activities.
“We are here to represent ourselves as
people with different views and different
opinions on what it is like to be in a world
that is so full of diversity,” said Linda
Dominguez, a sophomore criminal justice
major and a member of the Gay and
Straight Alliance.
Douglas Stoves, director of Residential
Life and the Student Union, served as the
forum’s moderator.
Stoves asked the panel of students and
staff if there is room in the Christian faith
for homosexuality.
Student
Government
Association
President Erasmo Castro replied that God
loves all human beings.
“As Scripture clearly states, God is a god

REBEKAH S. GOMEZ/COLLEGIAN

Staff and students attend a forum Thursday discussing sexual orientation. The event was part of the Student
Government Association’s Diversity Week activities. Shown (from left) are Student Union Building Services
Supervisor Eric Morales, freshman history major Irasema Zuniga, sophomore criminal justice major Linda
Dominguez and sophomore music education major Aldo Martinez.

of love, God is a god of faith, God is a god
of unity, God is not one to exclude,” Castro
said.
Laurie Braden, Campus Recreation
director, said that it depends on the person
you ask.
“Each person deﬁnes their belief in
Christianity in many different ways,”
Braden said. “I think many people’s
response is that there should be room.
I think that’s the response that we are
hearing, but the truth of the matter is [that]
in my experience, that isn’t always the

case.”
Asked how the homosexual community
doesn’t hate those who attack them, Aldo
Martinez, a sophomore music education
major and also a member of the Gay and
Straight Alliance, replied it is hard not to.
“There’s a lot of people who go up to
your face and call you a f-- and instead of
punching them in the face like you want to,
you’re just, like, ‘I’m not going to stoop
to that level because then I’m no better,’”
Martinez said.
Braden responded that with time you

become better at handling those feelings.
“When you’re younger that hate is way
more direct,” she said. “I think that as you
get older, at least for me, you encounter
less of that ignorance or hatred.”
Eric Morales, building service supervisor
for the Student Union, said that you should
locate where that hatred is and stay away
from it.
“I don’t go where the hate is, pretty
much, and people around me love me for
who I am,” Morales said.
Freshman history major Irasema Zuniga
shared her experience about telling her
peers in middle school that she was bisexual.
“I was teased and I was ridiculed and
I would get harassed and often beat up
because of it … but, I didn’t let them
win,” Zuniga said. “I didn’t leave school
like they wanted me to. They would write
on my binders, they would write on my
desk, ‘leave, you are not wanted here,’ and
ﬁnally I just didn’t care. I didn’t care what
they said and I found better friends who
accepted me for who I was.”
Jessica Garza, a sophomore nursing
major, hopes that people can change their
views on homosexuality.
“Only time can change that,” Garza
said. “It’s hard for me to understand why
everyone can’t just accept them. I mean
they are people, too. There is nothing
wrong with them.”

Film, forum ﬁnd common ground in religions
By Leslie Olivares
Staff Writer
Religion should bring us
together, not tear us apart,
according to the documentary
ﬁlm “Beyond Our Differences.”
Tolerance,
equality
and
compassion were some of the
principles discussed during the
Spiritual (In)Tolerance forum
held Wednesday in the SET-B
third ﬂoor conference room. The
event was part of the Student
Government
Association’s
Diversity Week activities.
Directed by Peter Bisanz, the
2008 ﬁlm was shown before
the forum. It not only gives
perspectives of various religions,
including
Islam,
Judaism,
Hinduism and Christianity, but
also relates them to each other.
The common ground of these
different faiths is that the creator,
or “God,” is spirituality and the
sense of a higher power exists in
all faiths and beliefs.
The documentary tells that
“all religions teach the basic

ELIZABETH A. PEREZ/COLLEGIAN

David Srygley (right), the pulpit minister of Price Road Church of Christ, speaks about
the fundamental beliefs of the Church of Christ during the Spiritual (In)Tolerance forum
held Wednesday. Also shown are Associate Professor John Cook (left) and Disability
Services Counselor/Coordinator Steve Wilder.

principles of love and equality.”
These simple but revolutionary
ideas changed nations.
In the 1920s, Mohandas Gandhi
was compelled to revolt against
the British government that ruled

India during that time.
In the face of injustice, Gandhi
led a peaceful resistance to combat
the oppression that existed there.
His actions led India to its
independence from Great Britain

and earned him the honor of
being called the “Father of the
nation” in India.
Gandhi, along with the Rev.
Martin Luther King and the Dalai
Lama are pioneers of these ideas
that peace and love can change
mindsets, change lives and
change the world.
“If you want to change the
world, you have to be the change,”
the ﬁlm quotes the Indian civil
rights leader.
The ﬁlm shows that the
differences people see in
religions and in each other are
merely details and that being
compassionate and tolerant
toward one another are what each
of us should strive to be.
“The Koran, Bible and Torah
all teach the same thing,” a
clergyman says in the ﬁlm.
Matthew 7:12 states: “Do unto
others as you would like to be
done unto you.” The Indian epic
“Mahabharata” states: “Treat
other people with the concern and
kindness you would like them to
show towards you.”

These statements are from
different ideologies but distill the
exact same teaching.
During the forum, students
were given the chance to ask the
guest speakers questions about
their faiths and their opinions of
the ﬁlm.
David Srygley, pulpit minister
of Price Road Church of Christ
in Brownsville, and Steve
Wilder,
counselor/coordinator
for Disability Services, were the
guest speakers for the event.
Wilder, who is a member of
the Baha’i faith, was asked what
book his religion studies. He
replied that there are about 100.
SGA President Erasmo Castro
asked if the religion believes in
hell.
“Yes, but it is not a place,”
Wilder replied. “Heaven is
nearest to God and hell is the
distance from God.”
Srygley agreed, saying that the
kingdom of God is not a physical
kingdom, it is a spiritual place.
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Luncheon honors women leaders
By Leslie Olivares
Staff Writer
The
dictionary
deﬁnes
leadership as “having the ability
to inﬂuence people in such a way
to accomplish a common task or
endeavor.”
The Women’s Leadership
luncheon, held last Tuesday in
the Student Union’s Gran Salon,
acknowledged the efforts of
female leaders on campus and
recognized two outstanding
women in the community, U.S.
Consul and Principal Ofﬁcer
Cecilia
Bridget
Elizondo
Herrera and Sharon Putegnat, an
environmental leader and former
director of the Episcopal Day

DIEGO LERMA/COLLEGIAN

U.S. Consul Cecilia Elizondo Herrera speaks to a group of more than 100 women
about her experiences in the Foreign Service during Tuesday’s Women’s Leadership
Luncheon in the Student Union’s Gran Salon. The event was sponsored by the Student
Life Department.

School.
“Change is good; it is never
too late to change,” said Herrera,

Racing for awareness

the event’s keynote speaker.
She spoke of her experience
abroad in the Foreign Service

Racial issues still taboo?
By David Boon
Staff Writer

ELIZABETH A. PEREZ/COLLEGIAN

Disability Services Counselor/Coordinator Steve Wilder (left) and sophomore business
major Arturo Guerra race to the ﬁnish line at the Education and Business Complex
during Thursday’s NASChair race.

and how it molded her into the
woman she is today.
In 2004, the last year of a threeyear tour of duty as an assistant
chief of protocol and executive
director for the Bureau of
Protocol for the State Department
and the White House, Herrera
was asked to serve the newly
appointed ambassador to Iraq as
his temporary chief of protocol.
She consulted with her family
about taking on the task. They
were undecided at ﬁrst.
“At ﬁrst they did not know,
but knowing me and my sense
of service and that it was only
temporary, my husband and two
sons agreed I should go,” said
Herrera.

Students balked at the chance
to talk about race during a
Diversity Week forum, sponsored
by the Student Government
Association and the Leadership
and Mentorship Program.
The forum was to be held
Tuesday in the Gran Salon after a
7 p.m. showing of “Do the Right
Thing,” the 1989 movie directed
by Spike Lee. However, after
not enough students signed up to
participate, the forum part of the
event was canceled.
“We didn’t have the audience
that we expected,” Student
Government
Association
President Erasmo Castro said
about the Racial Barriers forum,
attended by less than 10 people.
The SGA and LAMP conducted
meetings with the Department of
Student Life, contacted different
student organizations on campus,
sent out e-mails and advertised

the event in The Collegian.
Ben Wasike, an assistant
professor in the English and
Communication Department, was
supposed to moderate the forum’s
panel. Wasike noted that racial
issues have shifted in the last
decade, pointing out that after the
terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001,
most racial issues were geared
toward Arabs and Muslims.
“Race is a fresh issue, it’s a
living issue,” Wasike said. “With
the immigration issue, it has come
to Hispanics and Mexicans. So,
it would have been good to see
what Hispanic students think of
race relationships in America.”
The poor turnout was attributed
to the controversial nature of the
topic.
“I don’t think that [the turnout]
says anything negative,” said
Rosalinda Rangel, a senior
criminal justice major who works
with LAMP. “I think that some
topics are still very taboo.”

Herrera said she learned about
leadership from many different
areas of her life.
“It has been both my
formal education and my life
experiences that have served as
lessons in leadership,” she said.
Putegnat spoke of the
importance of each of us to take
action and help reconstruct the
world that we are destroying.
She spoke of how each of us
is responsible for the lives and
the well being of this planet and
its inhabitants.
“I
am
one of those
environmental
slash
green
folks that want to preserve
our environment for future
generations,” Putegnat said.
She then posed a challenge
to become involved in the
community and take initiative to
change.
“My wish is that each of you
in time will become civically
engaged wherever you are
planted,” Putegnat said.
She then read a Native
American quote: “We do not
inherit our land from our
ancestors; we borrow it from our
children.”
Positive leadership is vital to
the success of anything, Putegnat
said.
She went on to say that in this
world there are two types of
people--those who watch things
happen and those who make
things happen.
“Take a closer look at yourself
and see which applies to you,”
she said.

Classified

For Rent: Hidden jewel at the heart of UTB/TSC campusFort Brown Villas III. Fully furnished 1-bedroom
apartment with all services and utilities included
(Wi-Fi and cable, no phone), pool and Jacuzzi.
Available: April 1st thru October 31st, 2009.
$550 Monthly with a $300 deposit.
For more info, (956) 372-0650 or 639-3931.
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Play portrays immigration hardships
By Mayra Urteaga
Staff Writer
The hot topic of immigration is the focus
of “The Line in the Sand,” a play that will
be presented Friday and Saturday at UTB/
TSC.
The play describes the concerns, reasons
and perspectives of the people involved in
the issue.
“Today you will meet some of these
people, hear their struggles … and their
heartaches,” Luciana Morales, who plays
TV reporter Elizabeth, says at the beginning
of the play.
The cast held a dress rehearsal March 23
in the SET-B Lecture Hall.
Part of the story is told from Lucrecia’s
perspective, who suffers through scorching
heat while crossing the desert. Her dream is
to reunite with her husband and two older
children in Chicago and live like a family.
Victor Manuel, a chef from Oaxaca and
also an immigrant, only wants to find a job
and earn money to take care of his family’s
needs, such as food and clothes.
“The Line in the Sand” was written
by Jared Delaney, Baird Kristner, Kevin
Kostic, Elizabeth Pisasale and Elizabeth
Pool. It is being presented by the UTB/TSC
English and Communication Department
through the Ford Foundation’s Difficult

Diego Lerma/Collegian Photos

Victor Manuel (played by Eduardo Galindo)
encourages Lucrecia (Christina Cavazos) during
their journey across the desert as they try to enter
the United States in “The Line in the Sand.”

Dialogues Initiative, a grant designed to
“promote academic freedom … on college
and university campuses throughout the
United States,” according to the Difficult
Dialogues Initiative’s Web site.
Associate Professor Sharaf Rehman,
who is directing the play, said he chose
the play because it tackles an issue that is
common on the border.
“It is the first dramatic production, like
this, that’s been done on this campus,”
Rehman said.
He said a theater program is in the

works, with four or five plays planned for
the 2009-2010 academic year.
Besides Morales, cast members are
Christina Cavazos, as Lucrecia; Jorge
de la Colina, as Cesario; Daniel Muñoz,
as Eli Vazquez; Julianna Sosa, as Chris;
Nikole Cruz, as Dr. Samantha Parks;
Henry Gutierrez, as Jerry; Angie Mar, as
Barbara Padilla; Eva Silva as Sue Krentz;
Omar Perrera, as director of the detention
center; Silvia Ramos, as Monica; Eduardo
Galindo, as Victor Manuel; and Roman
Gonzalez, as Father Rene.
Gonzalez, a senior communication major,
said he plays a priest who “talks strongly
about the immigration issue, how people
cross the desert and what they suffer, and
[tries] to spread the word on how to help
immigration.”
He said finding inspiration for the role
was not hard at all.
“We live so close to the border that I
can find similarities between here [and
Arizona],” Gonzalez said. “The difference
is that we have a river here and over there
is a desert, but it sounds like the desert is a
lot more rough when you cross.”
For Marina Lopez, a sophomore
communication major who attended the
dress rehearsal, the play gives a “better
understanding of what’s going on, what
[the immigrants] deal with and it kind of

touches on the issue and all the controversy
with the migrants, the immigration issue.”
Brenda
Gallegos,
a
sophomore
communication major, said she enjoyed
the play.
“It was interesting because it [helps us
be] aware of the situation of immigrants,”
Gallegos said.
The play will be presented at 7 p.m.
Friday and at 2 and 7 p.m. Saturday in
the SET-B Lecture Hall. Tickets are $3
each and are available in the office of the
College of Liberal Arts dean in Cardenas
Hall South or at the door on the days of
the play.

Eduardo Galindo and Silvia Ramos portray illegal
immigrants in a U.S. detention center who tell their
story to a TV news crew.
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Strategies to beat SAP University to purchase
By Claudia Heimmerman
Director of Academic Advising
UTB/TSC uses a process called
Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP) to
identify students experiencing difﬁculty
with their courses. It is based on two
components: grade point average (GPA)
and course completion. Academic
probation occurs when a student’s
cumulative GPA falls below a 2.0 or fails
to meet a 70 percent completion rate. Until
the cumulative UTB/TSC GPA is 2.0 or
higher, a student will remain on probation.
Utilizing the information provided below
will help students to get off probation in
a timely manner and, therefore, avoid
possible suspension from the university.
While on probation, students must earn
a minimum of a 2.0 GPA and achieve 70
percent completion rate to prevent from
falling on academic suspension.
Here are 10 strategies that can help you
achieve Satisfactory Academic Progress
(SAP):
1. Reduce your course load. A reduced
course load will give you more time to
devote to each course in which you are
enrolled and will increase your chances of
doing well.
2. Repeat failed courses. Repeating a
failed course should always be considered
when trying to improve your GPA.
Note: Although the previous grade will
be excluded from your GPA, both letter
grades will still appear on your transcript.
3. Visit with your academic adviser. An
adviser can help you determine what GPA
you will need to earn in the next semester
to achieve/maintain good academic
standing.
4. Arrange visits with the Learning
Enrichment Center and take advantage
of services offered, including tutorial
assistance and workshops to improve your
study habits and skills.
5. Attend supplemental instruction (SI)
sessions, if available. These extra sessions
will give you additional opportunity to ask
questions and improve your understanding
of the course material.

6. Arrange visits with the Career
Counseling Center for assistance in
determining your individual interests and
selecting a major ﬁeld of study. Students
who are happy with their chosen major
make better grades.
7. Talk to your professors. Faculty
members are willing to help students and
can suggest actions that can help improve
your chances of successfully completing
the course.
8. Arrange a visit with the Counseling
Center. Staff members can help you ﬁnd
ways to manage personal issues that may
be interfering with your academic life.
9. Reduce your non-academic activities.
Work or social activities such as clubs,
parties and movies can cut into time
needed for studying.
10. Attend class. Class attendance requires
discipline and time-management skills.
The more students analyze and examine
the material in their courses, the better
their retention will be.
In the process of becoming a better
student, you may stumble and fall back
into an old pattern. That’s why “getting
back up” was invented. Whether you are
currently in good standing, probation or
returning from suspension, review how
you stumbled and make a note to catch
yourself before it happens again. It is
critical that after going on probation or
suspension a student realistically assess
the obstacles to academic success. We
invite you to come or call the Academic
Advising Center to make an appointment
with an academic adviser to review your
current standing and help you develop an
academic success plan.
An important date to remember is March
30, which is the deadline to withdraw
from a class.

Want to Advertise in
The Collegian?

Call 882-5143

Mexican ﬁlm memorabilia
By Graciela L. Salazar
Spanish Editor
UTB/TSC plans to acquire thousands of
posters, lobby cards and black-and-white
photographs of Mexican ﬁlms.
The collection will be purchased
from the Agrasánchez Film Archive in
Harlingen. According to its Web site, the
Archive’s purpose is to contribute to the
study and appreciation of Mexican cinema
produced from the 1920s to the 1980s.
“Since my archive is private and is
limited … what I want is to spread this and
make it very well known; and the way to
do this is to put these objects in the public
archives, in libraries, in universities, in
museums, in galleries, where people go,”
Rogelio Agrasánchez Jr., owner of the
collection, said in a recent interview with
The Collegian.
Agrasánchez said the artists who created
the posters were very talented.
“I think they deserve to be rediscovered
by the current generations, or the ones
coming, and that can only be achieved
by the educational institutions like the
University of Texas at Brownsville, or the
museums,” he said.
The collection to be sold to the university
consists of 300 posters, 2,000 lobby cards
and 5,000 black-and-white photographs,
including some from Mexico’s golden era
of ﬁlm.
“When a university shows interest in
purchasing materials from my collection,
I am willing to donate other parts of the
collection to enrich the group of posters, or
photos, or lobby cards, or video movies,”
said the collector.
John Hawthorne, manager of special
collections and archivist for the Arnulfo
L. Oliveira Memorial Library, said
that Agrasánchez will donate about 70
movies after the university purchases the
collection.
“He is going to donate the ﬁlms because
his family owns those rights in México,”
Hawthorne said.

Hawthorne
said
the
university
will beneﬁt
from
the
collection in
many ways:
by
having
more things
for students
to
study,
by
better
documenting
local culture
“La Posesión” (1949)
and
having
materials that are relevant to the interest
of students. He said he would also like to
see a ﬁlm class of Mexican cinema offered
at UTB/TSC.
Aragelia Salazar, an international
student specialist with the department
of International/Multicultural Student
Services, said that with this material in
the library, the students would be able to
do research.
“It’s important to have that collection
because of all the areas that it will beneﬁt:
sociology, history, music, Spanish,”
Salazar said.
She said residents of the Rio Grande
Valley will identify with the collection.
“That collection has a value for the
people in this area because many of the
movies ﬁlmed were about the life of the
migrant, or life in small towns, and that
attracted the people that were immigrants
in the United States because they wanted
to remember their roots, or remember their
movie stars and that motivated them to go
to the movie theater,” Salazar said.
The collection is expected to be
available next fall, Hawthorne said.
“I can envision a lot of interesting ﬁlm
nights where we will show these ﬁlms,”
he said.

blue.utb.edu/collegian

Professors, Students, Staff!

$375 per month

•$525 per month double occupancy
•Flexible month-to-month agreement
•All utilities paid (cable, water, electricity)
•Near the UTB main campus, 8 min. walk
•Security Surveillance
•Furnished, large rooms, full-size beds
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Women in the spotlight

ELIZABETH A. PEREZ/COLLEGIAN

The UTB/TSC One O’ clock Guitar Ensemble performs Wednesday night in the SET-B Lecture Hall in the ﬁrst
concert of the eighth annual Guitar Festival. Ensemble members are (from left) Noe Garcia, Juan Picazo, Marcelo
Aguirre and Ryan Brady. The group, which is under the direction of music Professor Michael Quantz, received a
standing ovation for its performance of Andrew York’s “Bantu.”

REBEKAH S. GOMEZ/COLLEGIAN

Jennifer Gifford, assistant director of UTB/TSC’s Mariachi Luna Azteca, performs Tuesday during the “Mariachi
Music with a Feminine Flare” concert in the SET-B Lecture Hall. The all-female group was formed in 2005. Also
performing was the Mercedes School District’s Mariachi Nuevo Sendero.
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Scorpions to run up against Dustdevils, Bulldogs and Jaguars
The UTB/TSC Baseball Team
faces a busy six-game road series
beginning with a visit to Laredo
on Tuesday to play Texas A&M
International University, an
NCAA Division II school.
On Friday, the Scorpions will
travel to Hawkins for a threegame series against Red River
Athletic Conference rival Jarvis
Christian College. They will finish
their road streak with a single
game against the University of
Houston-Victoria.
Last weekend, the team (2-1
RRAC, 17-20 overall) faced its
second conference series against
Huston-Tillotson University (11 RRAC, 9-25 overall). Head
Coach Bryan Aughney talked
about the weekend games in an
interview with the Collegian on
Thursday.
“They’re going to be tough,”
Aughney said. “It’s always good
games between us and them.
Hopefully, we just go out and
compete. That’s all we can do and
compete every pitch. I think if we

Diego Lerma/Collegian

Scorpion Walter Blume slides safely into second base during the second game against New Mexico State University, a Division I school.
New Mexico State defeated UTB/TSC 12 to 6 in the non-conference game. A day earlier, the Aggies defeated the Scorpions 21-1.

could do that, I think good things
will happen.”
Results were not available at
press time.

Before the Huston-Tillotson
game, the Scorpions made history
again as they faced their second
NCAA Division I opponent--

New Mexico State University.
The New Mexico State Aggies,
ranked 24 in Division I, routed
the Scorpions in two games, 21-1

REK

Continued from Page 1

point, we will have access, and essentially
take ownership of the building then.
“However, because of the number of
punch-list items, which the contractor will
have to address in the subsequent 30 days, we
want to hold off just a little bit until the place
is a little bit more perfect before we let all the
public in.”
The university has not set an official
opening date for the facility, but officials
anticipate final completion to happen within
the next 30 days.
“We haven’t determined the official date
for opening to students, but what I can tell
you right now is we have a plan to finish all
of the items that are pending for construction
within the next 30 days,” Mendez said. “I
cannot give you an exact date. Of course it
is dependent on all the things that need to
happen in the next 30 days to happen right
on schedule, and some of those things are
beyond our control. We plan as best we can,
but some things happen, especially when
you’re bringing either material or forces
from outside of town. they’re not necessarily
reliable sometimes.”
Pearson said there might be issues with the
contractor, J.E. Dunn Construction, should
the items not be finished.
“The contractor has 30 days to address all
the punch-list items,” he said. “If they don’t
do it within 30 days, we assume they will,
but if they don’t do it within 30 days, we
give them an ultimatum: Do it in the next two
weeks, or we keep money and do it ourselves.
We keep ... what’s called a retainage, which
is a percentage of the overall price, which in

Elizabeth A. Perez/Collegian

Work continues on the Recreation, Education and Kinesiology Center. Administrators expect the building to be
completed in mid-May.

this case would be roughly a million dollars,
so we keep that as leverage to ensure that the
contractor finishes and addresses all of the
punch-list items.”
The $26 million project is financed partly
by a fee students approved in a referendum
in March 2004 and a $68 million bond issue
approved by Texas Southmost College
District voters in November 2004. The
building originally was scheduled to open in
September 2008.
The amenities originally promised to the
students are still in play, officials said.
“The equipment has been purchased. All
the cardio and exercise equipment, weight
training equipment is there,” said Laurie
Braden, director of Campus Recreation.
“We’ve been providing our list of purchases
to the construction office, and they are
purchasing all the items that are needed.”
Mendez said the university has been working
to find additional funds to complement what
was in the original plan.
“As far as the facility itself, we have the
three basketball courts that are inside, we
have the two multipurpose rooms, we have
the weight and fitness area fully equipped and

the pool is already on the project,” she said.
“It’s one of the things that at the beginning
we thought we were not going to be able to
do, and again, finding the resources to be able
to do it was one of our priorities and we have
achieved that, so I think that the students will
be very pleased that the facility is going to be
beyond what we had anticipated.”
Among the amenities is parking space, with
138 new slots allotted for the REK Center.
Officials are waiting for a set date before
they let students know about the facility’s
opening.
“We’ve had a couple of dates, and then
they push them back, so we don’t want to tell
the students it’s going to open on this date and
then it doesn’t,” said Vince Solis, associate
vice president for Student Development.
“The building is going to open when it opens,
I know that’s obvious, but we’re going to try
to get in there and make sure the facility is
complete 100 percent before we open it up.”
Student staff members who were scheduled
to begin training at the REK Center during
Spring Break were also affected by the delay.
“We were expecting to be there around
March 23rd, more or less,” said Alma Garza,

and 12-6.
“Tuesday, we let the hype get to
us a little bit, and I didn’t feel we
competed, and that’s one thing we
just kind of came out and didn’t
give ourselves an opportunity to
win the game,” Aughney said.
“We showed up Wednesday with
a new attitude and ready to go.
We struggled to pitch early in the
second game, and then Dennis
Ortiz came in and threw really
well for us. He got tired there at
the end, gave up some hits. But
we competed, we didn’t have
any errors, we competed in atbats, fouled off some pitches,
stole some bags and I thought
yesterday, we played well.”
Asked what benefits the team
gained from playing such tough
competition, Aughney replied,
“A lot of guys dream of playing in
Division I baseball when they’re
in high school and growing up,
and this was our opportunity to
showcase ourselves against a
Division I program.”

a junior biology major who works at the
Campus Recreation Fitness Center. “But we
understand that all the concerns are mainly
for our users’ safety, so they’re not much of a
concern for me, it’s more of a ‘we need to get
this right the first time.’”
Garza said her feelings weren’t uncommon
among the other student staff.
“Most of them think the way I do. So, I
really haven’t heard anything from them,
mainly just that that they were so excited, and
it kind of brought us down a little bit, but we
understand why,” she said.
The staff was notified about the delay via
e-mail on March 11, Braden said.
University officials urge students to remain
patient.
“Good things come to those who wait, and
while we don’t like waiting in the interim,
none of us do, I know that is going to play out
best for all,” Braden said. “I’m excited, it’s
going to happen. It’s taking longer than we
expected, but we need to sit tight, be patient,
and let those who are working on behalf of
the institution, that work to provide a great
facility for us, we need to have patience with
them and let them do their jobs, because if
we have any other posture other than support
and try to rush through this, it can have longterm negative consequences in terms of the
building being a secure, sound facility, and
ultimately that’s what we all want.”
Mendez agreed.
“I think that it’s worth the wait,” she said.
“All the students and everybody’s going to
be satisfied with this facility. It’s a fabulous
facility, it’s going to have state-of-the-art
equipment. It is going to have a great staff and
people are going to be pleased and are going
to agree with me that it’s worth the wait. We
just ask for your patience.”
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Class presents border wall ﬁndings
By Julianna Sosa
Staff Writer
A class project led UTB/TSC graduate
students to Round Rock, where they made
presentations regarding the border fence.
The students, each pursuing a master’s
degree in public policy and management,
presented as part of a class project during
the 10th annual Texas American Society
for Public Administration/Certiﬁed Public Manager Conference, held Feb. 20 and
sponsored by Texas State University.
Graduate students Ana Trejo, Hugo Rodriguez, Lynette Benavidez and Nina Garcia-Vargas each presented a research paper
about border security in South Texas.
The trip to Round Rock, in Central Texas, was the ﬁrst time the class participated
in the annual conference.
Rodriguez’s presentation illustrated the
different perspectives of having a border
fence, but he does “not believe a border
fence will eliminate or deter terrorists, drug
trafﬁckers, or illegal aliens.”
President George W. Bush signed into
law the Secure Fence Act on Oct. 26, 2006,
to help stem illegal immigration. The act
is part of the effort to reform the immigration system and aims to secure the border
by creating physical barriers and deploying
21st century technology. A 700-mile wall

COURTESY PHOTO

Assistant Professor Terry Garrett (second from left) is shown with graduate students in his Current Issues in
Public Policy and Management: Homeland Security class, who presented their research ﬁndings last month at
a conference in Round Rock. The students are (from left) Ana Trejo, Hugo Rodriguez, Lynette Benavidez and
Nina Garcia-Vargas.

is being built in sections along the U.S.Mexico border, from California to Texas,
including one that stretches from Laredo to
Brownsville.
Rodriguez states that the government
money to construct and maintain the fence
will be costly.

“My presentation was the participation
of Mexico and the United States to solve
the problem of the wall,” Rodriguez said.
“I believe it is the responsibilities of the
two nations, not only one …
“In reality, I was nervous because we
spoke with people I’d never seen before

and talk about the wall and try to explain
[to] them in some way they can understand
how we feel about the wall or the fence.”
Students said the conference’s attendees
were shocked about what was going on
with the border wall.
“One of the reasons we presented was to
inform people about what was going on in
South Texas,” said Terry Garrett, an associate professor in the Government Department.
Garrett said some members of the conference thought the wall would be placed
in the middle of the Rio Grande.
The students who presented their research are in the class titled Current Issues
in Public Policy and Management: Homeland Security.
Garrett served as the moderator of the
presentations and the topics presented
were “Homeland Security and Levees in
Cameron County” by Nina Garcia-Vargas;
“A Violation of the Fifth Amendment? Eminent Domain and the Border Fence in the
Rio Grande Valley” by Lynette Benavidez;
“Making Lemonade Out of Lemons: The
University of Texas at Brownsville and the
Border Fence” by Ana Trejo; and “Binational Security in the Rio Grande Valley:
A Case for the Border Fence” by Hugo Rodriguez.
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Planes para colección cinematográfica E s t u d i a n t e
Por Graciela L. Salazar
Editora de Español
UTB/TSC
planea
adquirir
cientos de carteles, fotomontajes
y fotografías en blanco y negro de
películas mexicanas.
La colección será comprada del
archivo de películas Agrasánchez
en Harlingen. El propósito del
archivo es contribuir al estudio
y apreciación del cine mexicano
producido entre 1920 y 1980, de
acuerdo a su sitio Web.
“Como mi archivo es privado y
obviamente está limitado... lo que
yo quiero es que se difunda esto y
se dé a conocer más; y el medio
es que se pongan estos objetos en
archivos públicos, en bibliotecas,
en universidades, en museos, en
galerías, donde vaya la gente”,
Rogelio Agrasánchez Jr., dueño de
la colección, le dijo a El Collegian
en una entrevista reciente.
Agrasánchez comentó que los
artistas que crearon los carteles
eran muy talentosos.
“Yo
creo
que
merecen
ser redescubiertos por las
generaciones como las de
nosotros, o las que vienen, y eso
solamente se puede mediante las
instituciones educativas como
la de la Universidad de Texas en
Brownsville, o los museos”.

La colección que Agrasánchez le
venderá a la universidad consta de
300 carteles, 2,000 fotomontajes
y 5,000 fotografías en blanco y
negro.
“Cuando alguna universidad
muestra interés por adquirir estos
materiales, por la compra, yo estoy
dispuesto a donar otras cosas de la
colección, para que se enriquezca
ese grupo de carteles, o de fotos, o
de fotomontajes, o de películas en
sí en video”, dijo el coleccionista.
John Hawthorne, encargado de
la colección especial y archivista
de la biblioteca Arnulfo L.
Oliveira, dijo que Agrasánchez
donará alrededor de 70 películas

“Aguila o Sol” (1937)

después de que la universidad
compre la colección.
“El donará las películas
porque su familia es dueña de los
derechos de autor en México”,
dijo Hawthorne.
Hawthorne
dijo
que
la
universidad se beneficiará de la
colección en muchas maneras:
teniendo más cosas para que
los
estudiantes
aprendan,
documentando mejor la cultura
local y teniendo materiales que son
de interés para los estudiantes.
El dijo que también le gustaría
ver una clase acerca del cine
mexicano en UTB/TSC.
Aragelia Salazar, asesora de

“Yo maté a Rosita Alvírez” (1946)

estudiantes internacionales en
el departamento de Servicios
Internacionales y Multiculturales,
dijo que con ese material en la
biblioteca los estudiantes podrán
hacer investigaciones y trabajos.
“Es importante tener esa
colección por todas las áreas que
nos vamos a beneficiar: sociología,
historia, música, español”, dijo
Salazar. “Son muchas áreas [en
las] que los estudiantes se van a
beneficiar con este material”.
Comentó que la gente del
Valle se va a identificar con la
colección.
“Esa colección tiene un valor
para la gente de esta área, porque
muchas de las películas de época se
filmaron sobre la vida del migrante,
o la vida de los pueblos, y eso les
atraía a la gente que estaba como
migrante en los Estados Unidos,
porque ellos querían recordar sus
raíces, o recordar a sus artistas
y eso los motivaba a ir al cine”,
dijo Salazar. “Ahí está algo muy
interesante que es la parte histórica,
cómo el ver una película los hace
identificarse más”.
Se espera que la colección esté
disponible el próximo otoño, dijo
Hawthorne.
“Puedo imaginar muchas noches
de cine en las que mostraremos
estas películas”, dijo.

Compitiendo por la diversidad

Elizabeth A. Perez/Collegian

Los concursantes de la carrera NASchair inician el recorrido en el patio del edificio Lightner. El ganador fue Juan Torres, estudiante de música de tercer año. La
carrera se realizó el miércoles como parte de la serie de eventos organizados en conmemoración de la Semana de la Diversidad y fue auspiciada por la Asociación
Gubernamental Estudiantil.

de hoy

Rebekah S. Gómez/Collegian

Nombre: Manuel Garza
Edad: 22
Ciudad natal: Matamoros,
Tamaulipas, México
Promedio: 3.09
Especialidad: Contabilidad
Clasificación: Estudiante de
último año
Reconocimientos: Lista del
Decano: Primavera 2008; y
la beca de Civic Engagement
Scholar, Primavera 2009.
Pasatiempos:
“Estar
en
la computadora y con mis
amigos”.
A c t i v i d a d e s
extracurriculares: “[Participo
en] Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance, School of Business
Volunteer Mentorship Program
y soy Civic Engagement
Scholar”.
¿Cuáles son tus metas?
“Graduarme,
obtener
la
maestría y luego prepararme
para el examen de contador
público certificado (CPA)”.
¿Cuál ha sido tu reto
más grande? “Venirme a
Brownsville a estudiar el
inglés”.
¿Si pudieras cambiar algo de
la universidad, qué harías?
“Más variedad de horarios de
clases”.
¿Qué te gusta de la
universidad? “Que te puedes
llevar bien con los profesores”.
¿Qué les aconsejarías a los
estudiantes de nuevo ingreso?
“Que desde el principio le
echen ganas y se esfuercen”.
¿Qué consejo les darías a
los estudiantes para estudiar
antes de un examen? “Que
estudien las tareas, lean los
capítulos y que estudien lo que
el profesor les diga”.
--Recopilado por Paola Ibarra
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375 Media Luna Rd.
Brownsville, TX 78521
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PHONE: 546-1605 FAX: 546-1607
EMAIL: tbbtld@rgv.rr.com

1025 Wildrose Ln.
Brownsville, TX 78520

Members of the Texas State Teachers Association-Student Chapter include (front row, from left) Historian
Amanda Tapia, Vice President Karla Garcia and Fundraising Ofﬁcer Patty Apresa. Second row: Community
Service Chair Mayra Cardenas and Treasurer Cynthia Rebollo. Third row: Secretary Mary Benavidez and
President Briana Pedraza.

Name: Texas State Teachers Association-Student Chapter
Purpose: To support and help guide education majors, from student to professional
educator, through networking and volunteer work. TSTA-SC is about working together to
build brighter futures, supporting one another and making our voices heard.
Established: Fall 2008
President: Briana Pedraza
Vice President: Karla Garcia
Secretary: Mary Benavidez
Fundraising Ofﬁcer: Patty Apresa
Treasurer: Cynthia Rebollo
Community
Service
Chair:
Mayra
Cardenas
and
Selina
Pina
Historian: Amanda Tapia and Vanessa Rodriguez
Adviser: Edith Esparza-Young
Events: Bake Sale Thursdays, Halloween Extravaganza, Bougainvillea Ball, Sponsors of
the ﬁrst annual Egg Hunt.
Community Service: Boo at the Zoo, Feast of Sharing, UTB/TSC Beautiﬁcation, RGV
Science Fairs, Beach Cleanup, Special Olympics, Spring Break Alternative, Active Life
Project, TB Volunteers-Arbor Day, Reading Across America.
Meetings: 6:30 p.m. the last Wednesday of each month at a location to be announced.
Requirements: Must be an education major.
For more information: Send an e-mail to TSTA-SC@utb.edu.
--Compiled by Paola Ibarra
If you would like your student organization featured in the Club Spotlight, call Collegian
reporter Paola Ibarra at 882-5143 or send an e-mail at collegian@utb.edu.
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It’s all about color for spring
By Christine Cavazos
Staff Writer

Spring has arrived and with it
comes an array of colors.
It’s time to put away your dark
winter coat and pull out that cute
flower-print dress.
Karla Rendon, a senior at the
Laboratory Institute of Merchandising College in Manhattan, said
that because of the recession consumers are referring back to older
styles.
“Meaning a grungier look, a lot
of torn denim, light denim, looks
that are affordable that at the same
time can be stylish,” said Rendon,
who attended UTB/TSC from
2004 to 2006.
Students may not have the
money to spend on high-end designer clothes, so they look for the
knockoffs at such retail stores.
“They are copying high-end designers like Gucci and Valentino
in a very subtle way, of course,
and putting some of the looks
into their stores at very affordable prices,” Rendon said. “This
is good for us, but this really hurts

the high-end
designers.”
Rendon
said that during the Great
Depression,
women updated
their
look
with
acSunglasses, bangles
cessories.
and scarves can
complete your spring
“The jewlook.
elry
business and the
makeup business went up,” she
said. “Concentrating on makeup
and concentrating on accessories
is very important.”
A way to achieve affordable
style is to mix some of the garments you already have with new
accessories.
“Mixing is definitely a priority,”
Rendon said.
Angela Mora, a supervisor at
A’GACI in Sunrise Mall, says the
new trends this season are colorful tees, flower-printed dresses,
the Bohemian style and colorful
accessories.
“We have the plain shorts with
the basic tees, you also have your

regular spring tees, which you can
match with the plain shorts or with
any jeans, and that looks cute,”
Mora said. “We also have the Bohemian type of thing; we call it
Boho. It’s more of the hippie style,
with blue jeans and bell-bottoms-that’s what’s coming back in for
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A colorful scarf over a crisp white blouse
and colorful tee paired with loose pants
are hot for spring.

the spring.”
Mini floral dresses are a way to
look more dressed up.
“They call them Barbie dresses,” Mora said. “We also have the
plaid dresses for the summer; they
are spaghetti strap and they are
very fresh.”
She says plaid dresses are perfect for a date.
Scarves are a new trend that can

change your entire outfit.
“What’s in right now are the
scarves,” Mora said. “They are
really colorful for spring, you can
wear them with the racer-back
shirts or with solid shirts, and they
look really cute with your regular
jeans.”
Some students on the UTB/
TSC campus are already wearing
spring fashion trends.
Ruby Salinas, a freshman biology major, was wearing a pink
tank top, denim capris and
s i l v e r- s t r a p
sandals.
Salinas said
she is looking forward to
buying shorts
and
more
tank tops this
spring.
Sophomore
biology major
Bianca Cantu This Bohemian-style
had more of dress can be worn
a Bohemian alone or with jeans.
look. She was The belt highlights
wearing a light the waist.

blue peasant skirt paired with a
white spaghetti-strap cami under
a denim jacket and beaded brown
sandals.
Cantu said she plans buying
dresses and more sandals this season.
Vanessa Hinojosa, a sophomore
psychology major, sported a colorful outfit.
Her sleeveless orange blouse
featured crocheted aqua, orange
and brown flowers as shoulder
straps. She also wore skinny jeans
and gold-strap sandals.
Krystel Tijerina, a sophomore
management major, said she is
looking forward to buying pastel
T-shirts.
“Also, sunglasses and shorts,”
Tijerina said.
Sophomore criminal justice
major Stephanie Arizpe said shoes
are at the top of her shopping list
this spring.
She was wearing a red-andwhite zebra-print blouse with a
crocheted neckline, dark-blue
skinny jeans and black open-toe
espadrilles that complemented her
outfit.
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